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Horizon Works is a specialist B2B marketing
agency that works with cutting edge businesses
from a range of technical and innovative sectors.

We provide a full range of marketing services 
including market insight, market strategy 
development, PR and communications, design, 
digital marketing campaigns and website 
development. 

We create and deliver industry-focused 
campaigns and targeted campaigns to support 
businesses in entering new international 
markets, launching new products and raising 
their global profiles.

We deliver marketing that is clear, connected 
and purposeful.

Industry partners 
at the heart 
of our business

We understand, champion and support 
innovators in complex industries.

We have years of experience in a range of key 
industries and are active members of trade 
organisations and sector networks. That’s how 
we can quickly grasp complex technologies, 
products and services and translate them into 
compelling messages and campaigns.

From start-ups breaking new ground, to 
firms with roots stretching back decades and 
businesses harnessing talent from across the UK 
and beyond, we can make a real difference.



AMF Member Offer
Free Marketing Health Check

To take our online marketing assessment click here 
www.horizonworks.co.uk/snapshot-360/

PR

As an AMF member we are offering a free marketing health check 

which looks at all areas of your marketing from your strategy, brand, 

messaging and data to your digital presence, PR, marketing campaigns 

and your internal and external communications. 

It includes the following:

An initial online 
marketing assessment 
using our Snapshot360 

diagnostic tool

A free diagnostic 
report that scores all 

areas of your marketing

A recommendations 
report on key areas for 

improvement, all based on 
your initial results and your 

business objectives

Horizon Works’
package equates
to 2-days of free

marketing consultancy

A telephone consultation 
to discuss your results and 

understand more about 
your business/objectives

2-days 
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“We took up the offer of a free marketing assessment and 
following our completion of Snapshot360 and an in-depth follow 
up video call, we received a detailed report which highlighted 
the areas of marketing that we needed to concentrate on with 
some really helpful advice and tips to help us prioritise our 
marketing strategy. We incorporated these actions into our 
business policy deployment which has given us real direction to 
enable us to get our business in front of the right audiences to 
generate business. We are extremely grateful to Horizon Works 
for providing a professional, thorough analysis and report, and 

for all of their help, support and guidance with marketing.”

Philip Lax, Director, Infinite Brilliance

“Following a recommendation, we engaged Horizon Works to 
undertake a free assessment of our current marketing plans 
and strategies, using their Snapshot360 diagnostic tool. The 
service provided was delivered with a friendly, professional 
approach. The team got a good understanding of our business 
very quickly and demonstrated expertise when presenting the 
results of the assessment, which included some useful insights. 
We would recommend any business to take advantage of this 

marketing diagnostic.”
 
Nick Pope, Managing Director,
Premier Tech Water and Environment 

“Snapshot360 helped us to re-shape our 
approach to marketing. Going through 
the process enabled us to identify 
where there was room for improvement 
and showed us which areas we needed 
to focus on. It was a key step in our new 
marketing journey.”

Sharon Clark, Marketing Executive,
Martel Instruments


